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1536 thirty-two bit audio
channels on a single fibre cable
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A-Link brings a whole new scale of interfacing to the audio

world. Utilising video 3G digital interface technology, Studer

can now provide a simple and robust digital audio interface

capable of transmitting 1536 thirty-two bit audio channels

on a single fibre cable. This ultra-high bandwidth link

provides more than adequate capacity for today’s audio

systems and, by using such a fast data transport, allows

audio systems to grow in the future without the

requirement to change interface standards.



In the studio or on location,
A-Link  handles any scale of
production with ease
Now available for the Studer SCore Live DSP core, A-Link

DSP cards offer a new ‘super fast MADI’ zero latency

optical audio interface which may be used to link to other

SCore Live DSP engines, Studer I/O frames and also the

industry standard Riedel MediorNet system.

Studer Connect

Directly linking DSP cards with the new A-Link interface

provides a simple and elegant backbone for the re-linking of

consoles to deliver capacity for 192 channels of I/O sharing,

with up to 150 meters of fibre between DSP cores. Link

redundancy is also provided to enhance reliability and, with

an eye to the future, DSP cards with higher I/O counts are

already in development to deliver more than 500 channels

per link.

Riedel MediorNet™ connectivity

The Riedel MediorNet system now offers A-Link interfaces,

providing two bi-directional redundant audio interfaces each

with 384 channels (equivalent to 6 full MADI streams). A

single two unit high 19" MediorNet frame can be fitted with

up to 6 A-Link cards to create a ‘super router’ with more

than 4000 inputs and 4000 outputs. Several of these

MediorNet boxes can be connected together in star or ring

topology providing a distributed and redundant audio

router capable of handling more than 10,000 inputs and

10,000 outputs.

The MediorNet unit facilitates not only format conversion

between audio formats (for example A-Link to both optical

and co-axial MADI or AES/EBU and intercom systems) but

may also be used with suitable video interface cards to embed

and de-embed audio into and out of HD and SD video.

Studer Vista desks with A-Link interfaces connected to the

Riedel MediorNet system provide the most flexible

advanced distributed and resilient I/O system available on

the market. Hardware is distributed around buildings

avoiding the need for standby or emergency routers to

cover for disasters. It is also easy to extend and reconfigure

systems without having to take them out of service. Studer

desks can be linked for remote production not only within

buildings, but across campuses and even across continents

through the use of long distance CWDM multiplexed dark

fibre as the high speed link between MediorNet frames.

The A-Link interface uses standard SFP (Small Form-factor

Pluggable) optical interfaces. These interfaces are widely

used in the telecommunications industry and a huge range

of compatible modules are available offering multimode and

single mode operations with wavelengths from 800nm to

1600nm, and distances of up to 80km without repeaters.
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A single 2U 19" MediorNet frame can be fitted with up to 6 A-Link

cards to create a ‘super router’ with more than 4000 inputs and 4000

outputs

The Riedel MediorNet frame
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In the studio

A typical multi-studio complex requires that any studio may

work with any control room or even one control room

with several studios. This is easily possible with A-Link and

MediorNet; just a button push away. 

Studio frames may be freely routed to DSP cores through

the MediorNet system allowing full mic amp control and

I/O frame status monitoring from the control room audio

desks. These studio sources may then be shared to other

control rooms with the Studer Re-Link I/O sharing system,

again with shared mic control. This simple and user friendly

concept allows complex multi-operator shows to be

undertaken without special cabling between rooms.

An additional gain with this concept is that other circuits

such as video and intercom may also be switched through

the same MediorNet system further enhancing flexibility

and efficiency.

For special events it is also simple to extend the MediorNet

link to remote locations via dark fibre to allow outside

broadcasts to be controlled with the minimum of on-site

staff and equipment.

Several MediorNet frames with multiple redundant links

provide a highly resilient and secure system that avoids the

usual single point of failure which is a feature of single box

router systems.
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On location

The concept of combining Studer and MediorNet is also

highly advantageous outside the studio. MediorNet is a

common choice for large venue management such as

sporting and music events. Rigging is simplified by its

inherent resilience and the ability to mix audio, intercom and

video onto a single transport system without loss of quality

due to compression speeds.

In this example, the production truck has one or more

MediorNet frames installed, with one of these frames

connected via one or more A-Link interfaces to the Vista

desk on board. This desk can use the Studer stageboxes

spread around the venue (which may be many kilometres

distant) via the MediorNet system as if they are directly

connected to the DSP engine.

It is also easy to get audio de-embedded from video signals

in the truck such as playout servers and link decoders, and

to re-embed production audio for distribution to other

users such as link trucks and recorders.
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